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Teaching artists from all across the US gathered at Kansas School for the Deaf for De’VIA Curr III June
20-24, 2016
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Local Volunteer – De’VIA artist

Scroll down for the description of the painting by Nancy Rourke that was signed by all the participating
teaching artists and given to Convo in gratitude for their sponsorship of De’VIA Curriculum III. Nancy &
Scotty presented painting to Convo at the NAD Artist Row in Arizona.

David Call taught ASL Expression Mask Making from Papier Mache – see lesson plan at:
https://deviacurr.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/aslmasksfinal.pdf

Nancy Rourke lead 4 Challenge lessons – where teaching artists had to pick a motif from the 2nd Wave of
De’VIA mural and make an 4 different original artworks – for the 4th day they had to do the challenge using
Rourkeism (Nancy Rourke’s style and colors)

JeDe’VIA Series by Ellen Mansfield

Ellen Mansfield taught De’VIA tilemaking

Takako Kerns taught digital De’VIA

New schools participating in the De’VIA curriculum received the 2nd Wave of De’VIA banner

Nancy Rourke knights Terry Stewart from Ohio School for the Deaf. The original 2nd wave of De’VIA
mural hanging in KSD Library

Takako Kerns, teaching artist at KSD, showed us a surprise – she had gathered up all our left over
materials, sketches and notes from the 2nd Wave of De’VIA mural making during the De’VIA artists retreat
at KSD in 2013 – what a gem she is

Teaching artists created 6 x 6 artworks to be auctioned off in a silent auction organized by Stacey McIntosh
storme and hosted by the Deaf Cultural Center during their reception as a fund raiser for the Chuck Baird
Foundation. Almost $2,000 was
Raised

.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CeuQWgXKqS0&feature=youtu.be
Untitled, 2016
Acrylic on canvas
30 inch by 40 inch
by Nancy Rourke
This painting was expressly created, as is a gift to CONVO, in appreciation of their generous donation to
and support of the De’VIA Curriculum Development Project III. This work took place at the Kansas School
for the Deaf in Olathe, Kansas in June 2016.
Nancy Rourke designed the painting and members of the 2016 De’VIA Curriculum Development Team
who participated signed their names in white paint.
The painting, on white rolled canvas, was made beginning with handprints--using red, yellow, blue, and
white paint. Like rock art, these handprints symbolize one of the earliest forms of visual art and storytelling
as well as the Deaf cultural value of hands. This process of creation pays homage to the 2nd Wave of

De’VIA mural which was created by a group of Deaf artists in Kansas in 2013. Using a reverse stencil art
technique, ten motifs emerged from the multicolored hand printed canvas when outlined and filled in with
black paint.
The ten motifs and cultural references are explained below:
1. The 2015 De’VIA Curriculum Logo: Teaching artist David Call designed the 2015 De’VIA Curriculum
Development Project linocut when the California School for the Deaf, Fremont hosted our summer working
group. Later, this image became our curriculum development logo. The logo, reinterpreted in the painting,
consists of the Nepali handshape representing Deaf--- a bent ring finger that indicates four senses. At the
bottom of the handshape is a genie bottle symbolizing education. The paintbrush in the hand specifies art
education. The eye in the center of the Nepali Deaf handshape further affirms Deaf people as visionary
people and people of the hand/eye.
2. The Triangle and Black Foreground/background: The triangle and use of black as a background or
foreground color is an homage to the 1989 De’VIA Think Tank visual manifesto mural as well as the 2nd
Wave of De’VIA mural (2013).
3. The ASL Sign for EXPRESSION: The ASL sign for EXPRESSION refers to De’VIA as being a
recognized genre of art that expresses the Deaf and DeafBlind experience.
4. The Flaming Piano: The flaming piano has the word De’VIA printed on it and hand flames rising from
its top. The flaming piano as a motif alludes to Nyle DiMarco. Before winning the Dances with the Stars
competition, a flaming piano appeared on stage during one of his final dance routines. DiMarco’s success
as a dancer demonstrated to the public the insignificance of sound for Deaf people and the fact that sounds
is not something required for dancers. DiMarco, who is a CONVO representative, has been a powerful
advocate for Deaf children’s right to sign language
5. The Deaf Sign Union Flag: French DeafBlind artist, Arnaud Balard, created the Deaf Sign Union flag
symbolizing global Deafhood and Surdism.
6. The Paintbrush: The paintbrush alludes to De’VIA artist Chuck Baird’s paintbrush. Chuck Baird is
honored, as he was one of the nine signatories of the De’VIA manifesto (1989). In addition, he grew up in
Kansas and attended the Kansas School for the Deaf, the hosts of the De’VIA Curriculum Development
Project in 2016.
7. The Handwaves: The colorful handprints waving at the bottom of the painting also show the beginning
handshape of the sign for SPECTRUM in the center. This refers to the Spectrum Deaf artists’ colony,
which existed in Austin, Texas during the late 1970s. These handwaves also suggest a peacock, a symbol
used for the Spectrum Deaf artists’ colony.
8. The Sunflowers. Inspired by Betty G. Miller’s Deaf Sunflowers painting, these sunflowers represent
Kansas, as they are the Kansas state flower. In this way, the painting commemorates “The Mother of
De’VIA.”
9. The Person Carrying a Load. This motif was inspired by a work of art by a Canadian Deaf student about
his experience of being oppressed as a Deaf First Nations individual. In this painting, it is one of a number
of motifs of resistance (to oppression), which is a significant category of De’VIA artwork themes—an
important aspect of the study of De’VIA as out lined in the De’VIA Curriculum.
10. The Person Holding a Self-portrait. Another motif inspiration came from the work of a Puerto Rican
Deaf student whose self-portrait celebrated her identity and cultural pride. As one of several motifs in this
painting illustrating affirmation, it is a primary category of De’VIA artwork.
The motifs of the Surdism collectively serve to communicate the theme of building up our Deaf cultural
capital---advocating for De’VIA to be a part of the educational experience of every Deaf child through the

De’VIA Curriculum Development Project. With this painting, we gift CONVO with a permanent display of
colorful motifs and handwaves showing our gratitude for their collaboration in support of our vision.

